PEWE Repeatable Accuracy

The PEWE PolyAccu Dose® DP system is designed for efficient dry chemical make down for wastewater treatment. The key to solution generation is the application of the correct mixing energy and time in the proper amount of water. By getting these three key factors right with features such as the Active Blend Blade® flash mixer, the PolyAccu Dose® DP assures reliable chemical dosing every time.

It is through consistent results chemical use is kept to the effective minimum. Built with sturdy stainless steel and heavy duty polypropylene the system will withstand years of use in corrosive harsh working environments. Completing the unit is the PEWE Command Control® panel. The automation provides precise dry feed to the wetting and dosing pump while keeping the drawn emulsion mixed and in suspension.

7 Reasons PolyAccu Dose® is Best

- Effective Powder Blending
- Positive Auger Feed System
- Stainless Steel Frame
- Chemical Corrosion Free Decking
- Manual & Automatic Feed Models
- Easy Care and Maintenance

PEWE Dosing Products

PEWE manufacturers a multitude of chemical dosing products. Model sizes are based on desired liquid and dry feed rates, viscosity and temperature. Dosing systems are available for pH control, nutrient feed requirements, odor control, wastewater coagulants and polymer flocculants or other admixtures. The PEWE Positive Prime Feed® chemical feed system is also available as a stand-alone liquid unit for upgrading your existing chemical dosing system. Spend lower maintenance time with no more priming issues while keeping your chemistry pre-mixed.

PEWE Proportional Feed

The unique PEWE PolyAccu Dose® system is designed for proportional chemical feed based on input from your flow monitoring system. Dosing pumps readily accept 4-20ma control signals.

Compact Self-contained Skid

The PolyAccu Dose® DP and DL systems are manufactured as a stainless steel skid unit mounted system for compact and very easy to maintain installation.

Contact your PEWE Representative today.